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Abstract. Let %(DC) denote the set of all unitary operators on a separable

complex Hubert space 3C. If T is a bounded linear operator on %, let vT

denote the mapping of %(9C) onto %(r) given by conjugation. It is proved

that if T is normal or isometric, then there exists a locally defined continu-

ous cross-section for irT if and only if the spectrum of T is finite. Examples

of nonnormal operators with local cross-sections are given.

1. Introduction. Let % denote a separable complex Hilbert space and let

£(%) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on %. Let %(%)

denote the set of all unitary operators on %, and for T in ñ(%), let %(T)

denote the unitary orbit of T, i.e., ^i(T) = { U* TU\ U in ^(X)}. We denote

by mT the norm continuous mapping of %(%) onto %(T) defined by

mT(U) = U*TU (U in %(%)). A local cross-section for mT is a pair (cpT, %)

such that % is a relatively open subset of %(T) that contains T and <pT:

® -» %(%) is a norm continuous function such that <pT(T) = 1 and

vT(<pT(S)) = S for each S in "35. If mT has a local cross-section, we say that T

has a (local unitary) cross-section, and in this case T clearly satisfies the

following sequential unitary lifting property:

(?) If {U„} c %(0C) and lim||i/n*TUn - T\\ = 0, then there exists a

sequence {Wn) c %(%) such that lim|| W„ - l\\ = 0 and such that WITW„

= Í/* TU„ for each n. The problem to which this note is addressed is that of

obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator on % to have a

local cross-section or to satisfy (P).

The fact that an orthogonal projection satisfies (P) has appeared in the

literature in diverse contexts. In [4, Lemma 1], P. R. Halmos proved that if P

and Q are finite rank projections and ||P-g|| = e<l, then there exists a

unitary operator W such that W*PW = Q and || W - l\\ < 2ex/2. This result

was used in proving a principal characterization of quasi-triangular operators

[4, Theorem 2]. Earlier results related to this lemma appeared in [1]. As we

remark below, this lemma implies that a finite rank projection satisfies (P).
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An extension of the lemma to arbitrary projections in £(0C) was given in [2]

as a tool in studying the closure of the unitary orbit of a partial isometry.

In §3 we prove that if an operator T is normal or isometric, then it satisfies

(P) if and only if its spectrum is finite; if the spectrum of T is finite, then

there exists a local cross-section (<pT, % ) such that for each operator S in "35,

<pT(S) is in the norm closed subalgebra of £(3C) generated by S, T, and 1.

Furthermore, if a normal operator with infinite spectrum is a direct summand

of an operator S, then S does not satisfy (P). We prove in Theorem 3.5 that if

T is an irreducible operator and T has a reducing essential eigenvalue, then T

does not satisfy (P); if such an operator is a direct summand of an operator S,

then S does not satisfy (P). This result is used to show that there exist

compact, quasi-nilpotent operators that do not satisfy (P); these include the

Volterra integral operator and every compact injective bilateral weighted

shift.
In §§2 and 4 we show that there do exist nonnormal operators that satisfy

(P) or have local unitary cross-sections. In Corollary 2.4 we prove that each

operator on a finite dimensional Hubert space satisfies (P). Suppose that T

has a cross-section and that S is an operator such that T*T + S*S is

invertible. In Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we prove that the operator on % © %

whose operator matrix is (£ q) nas a cross-section if either (1) S is a right

invertible operator in the C*-algebra generated by T, or (2) S is an isometry.

Additional examples of operators with cross-sections may be constructed by

application of Theorem 2.8, which states that a finite direct sum of operators

(having mutually disjoint spectra) has a cross-section if and only if each

summand has a cross-section. Analogues of these results for the sequential

unitary lifting property are also given. In [2] it was proven that if T has a

local cross-section, then each path in %(T) can be lifted to a path in %(%);

we prove in Proposition 2.2 that if T satisfies (P), then %(T)~ (the norm

closure of ^(T) in £(%)) is path connected (cf. [3]). At the end of §4 we list

some questions related to characterizing the operators having local cross-sec-

tions.

I wish to thank E. Azoff, L. Brown, D. Hadwin, C. Pearcy, and the referee

for their helpful comments and suggestions concerning this paper.

2. On the sequential unitary lifting property. In this section we give some

general properties of operators satisfying (P). We denote the spectrum of an

operator T by o(T). For e > 0, we denote the set {X in ^(T)] \\X - T\\ <

e}by$(7\e).

Lemma 2.1. If U is a unitary operator in £(%) and \\U - l\\ < 2, then there

exists a path {Ut)0<l<x C %(%) such that U0 = U, Ux = 1, and such that, for

eacht, \\U,-l\\ <\\U- 1||.
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Proof. Let A denote a selfadjoint operator such that U = eu (see [5, p.

66]). Since 2 > \\U - 1|| = \\eu - 1|| = supj6o(/i)|e" - 1|, it is clear that

0 (A) contains no number of the form m + 2mn, where n is an integer. For

each n, let /„ = [2mn, 2mn + m] and J„ = [2mn + m, 2m(n + 1)]. For 0 < / <

1 and s in /„ n o(A), we define ft(s) = (1 - t)s + 2mnt; for s in J„ n o(A),

we define ft(s) = (1 - t)s + 2m(n + l)t. For 0 < t < 1 and s in a(A), we set

g,(j) = e'f,(-s\ The hypothesis implies that g, is well defined and continuous on

o(A), and it follows readily from the functional calculus that U, = g,(A)

(0 < t < 1) defines a path satisfying the desired properties.

If T is in £(%), let S(T) denote the set of all sequences {U„} c <%,(%)

such that lim\\UlTU„ - T\\ = 0. If U = {£/„} is in §(T) and K = [V„) c
%(DC), we say that V re-implements U in case lim||l - V„\\ = 0 and UITU„

= V*TV„ for each «.

Proposition 2.2. //a« operator Tin t(%) satisfies (P), /¿en %(7)~ w/?af/t

connecta/.

Proof. Let Shein%(T)~ and let {U„] c <?L(3C) be a sequence such that

lim||U„TUl - S|| = 0. Then U = {t/*t/n+1} is in S(T) and the hypothesis

implies that there is a sequence [Wn] c %(DC) such that (Wf) re-imple-

ments U. If Tn = C/nri/fl* and V„ - I7.+ 1WÎIÇ+1, then r„+1 - F„rn^ and

lim||l - K„|| = limjjl - W„\\ = 0. We may thus assume that ||1 - K„|| < 2,

and the preceding lemma implies that, for fixed n, there exists a path {Vln}

(0 < / < 1) from V„ to 1 such that \\Vt¡„ - 1|| < ||K„ - 1|| for each /.It

follows that K„ = {VlnT„V*n} (0 < t < 1) is a path from Tn+, to Tn such

that for each / we have

\\Vt,nTnV*„ - Tn\\<\\V,nTnV*n - Vl<nTn\\ + \\VUnTn - T„\\

<\\K,nTjn ||v*n-i\\ + F,,n-i||||7;||

<2FIIII^-MI<2FIIFn-i||-

Thus \\VlinT„V*n -S\\< 2\\T\\ UK, - 1|| + \\Tn - S\\, and it follows that
the paths {Ä^} may be combined and reparametrized to form a single path

from T to S, each member of which, except perhaps S itself, is in %(r).

Lemma 2.3. For an operator T in £(%) the following properties are equiv-

alent:

(PI) Given e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that if S is in %(T) and

|| S - T\\ < S, then there exists a unitary operator W such that \\W - 1|| < e

andW*TW= S.

(P2) T satisfies property (P).

(P3) If {U„) is in <%(T), then there exists a subsequence V = [U„k] and a

sequence W = { Wk) in %(%) such that W re-implements V.
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Proof. To prove that (PI) implies (P2), suppose that U = { Un) is in S (T).

For each integer k > 0, corresponding to e = l/k, there exists 8k > 0 satisfy-

ing the conditions of (PI). Let Nk be a positive integer such that if n > Nk,

then || U*TU„ - T\\ < 8k; we may also assume that Nk > Nk_x for each k.

Thus, for n > Nk, there exists a unitary operator Wnk such that || Wnk — 11|

< l/k and W*kTWnk - U*TUn. For each integer zz > Nx, let ¿(zz) denote

the unique integer such that Afc(n)+I > zz > Nk,n), and define Wn = WnJc,ny

for each n < Nx, let Wn = £/„. It now follows readily that {Wn) re-imple-

ments U, and therefore T satisfies (P).

It is clear that (P2) implies (P3). That (P3) implies (PI) may be proven by a

straightforward proof by contradiction; we omit the details.

Remark. To prove that an operator T satisfies (PI), it clearly suffices to

assume that 0 < e < 2. If T is a finite rank projection and 0 < e < 2, the

above-mentioned result of P. R. Halmos shows that T satisfies (PI) with

8 = e2/4.

Corollary 2.4. If % is a finite dimensional Hilbert space and T is in t(%),

then T satisfies (P).

Proof. Let U = {(/„} be in S(T). Since %(%) is compact, there exists a

norm-convergent subsequence U„k -» V. Now F is a unitary operator that

commutes with T, and it follows that {V*U„k} re-implements {U„t). Thus T

satisfies (P3), and Lemma 2.3 implies that T satisfies (P).

Let %x and Xj denote separable complex Hilbert spaces and let £(9(2, %x)

denote the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from OCj into %x.

For operators A in t(%x) and B in £(Xj) we define the operator 5" on

£(%,, %) by STLX") - AX - XB (X in £(%, DC,)).

Lemma  2.5.  // 9"  is  bounded below  on   £(%2, DC,),  then A® B (in

£(3C, © %J)) satisfies (?) if and only if both A and B satisfy (P).

Proof. We assume first that A and B satisfy (P). If {[/„} is in S (A © B),

we denote the operator matrix of U„ by

(Xn    YA

Since lim|| U*(A © B)U„ - A © B\\ = 0, a calculation yields the relations

(l)lim||A-n*/ÍXn + Z*5Zn-/l|| = 0,

(2) limll^y, + Z;*K„|| = 0, and
(3) limy y;ay„+ v;bv„-b\\ = o.

If we multiply (2) on the left by Xn, multiply (3) on the left by Yn, and add the

new limits, we obtain lim||,4 Y„ - Y„B || = 0; since 9" is bounded below, it

follows that limliyjl = 0. Similarly, if we multiply (1) on the right by Z*,
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multiply (2) on the right by V*, and add the new limits, we obtain

lim||/lZ* - Z*B\\ = 0, whence lim||Z*|| = 0. Now

lim||l - ^„^*H = lim||r„y*[| = 0

and

lim||l-Xn**J = lim||Zn*ZJ| = 0,

and it follows that X„ is invertible for all but finitely many values of n. A

similar argument with V„ allows us to assume that each X„ and each Vn is

invertible.

If Xn = Rn(X*Xn)x'2 and Vn = Sn(V*Vn)x^2 denote, respectively, the polar

decompositions of Xn and V„, then Rn and S„ are unitary; we will show that

{Rn) is in S (A) and {£„} is in S (B). Since limj] 1 - X*Xn\\ = 0, the func-

tional calculus implies that

(4)lim||l-(A'„*Z(1)1/2||=0.

Now

r;ar„ -a = r:ar„(i - (x:xn)x'2)

+ (1 - (X;Xn)x/2)R:ARn(X*Xn)x/2+ X*AXn - A.

Since lim||Z*|| = 0, the last equation, together with (1) and (4), imply that

{Rn) is in S (A). Similarly, using (3), the fact that lim||l - (V*V„)x/2\\ = 0,

and lim|| Y„\\ = 0, it follows that {S„} is in S(B).

Since A and B satisfy (P), there exist sequences {Pn) c cll(%x) and

{Qn) C %(%) that re-implement, respectively, {Rn) (for A) and {S„) (for

B). Since PnR* commutes with A and QnS* commutes with B, the unitary

operator U'n = (PnR* © QnS:)Un satisfies U?(A © B)U'n - l/n*04 © S)/Jn.

Since the matrix of U'„ is

pflw^n)l/2    p„r:y„ j

it follows that lim||l - U;|| = 0, and therefore^ © B satisfies (P).

For the converse, we assume that A © B satisfies (P) but that A does not.

If {Wn) is an element of S (A) that cannot be re-implemented, then { Wn ©

1} is in S (A © B), and thus may be re-implemented by a sequence {Un). We

use the notation for the matrix of Un of the first part of the proof. A

calculation yields the relations (1') X*AX„ + Z*BZn - W*AWn = 0, (2')

X;AY„ + Z*nBVn = 0, and (3') YZAYn + V*BV„ -5 = 0. Using (l'H3'),
calculations analogous to those above (using (1H3)) now yield Z„ = 0 and

Yn = 0. Thus, from (1'), it follows that {Xn) re-implements {Wn), which is a

contradiction. A similar argument for B completes the proof; we omit these

details.
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Theorem 2.6 // S" is bounded below on £(%, %x), then A® B (in £(% ©

3Cj)) has a local cross-section if and only if A and B have local cross-sections.

Proof. Let 8 > 0 be such that \\AX - XB\\ > 8\\X\\ for each X in
t(%2, OCj). Let e > 0 be chosen such that A and B have local cross-sections

of the form (<pA, © (A, e)) and (yB, © (B, e)) respectively. Let U be a unitary

operator on %x © Xj with operator matrix U = (¿ v), and let A' =

/?(A'*Ar)1/'2 and K = S(V*V)X^2 denote the respective polar decompositions

of X and V. We will show first that there exists e0 > 0 such that if

(*) \\U*(A ® B)U - (A ©5)|| < e0,

then S and R are unitary,\\R*AR - A\\ < e, and \\S*BS - B\\ < e.

If (*) is satisfied for some e0 > 0, then we have (1) \\X*AX + Z*BZ- A\\

< e0, (2) \\X*AY + Z*BV\\ < e0, and (3) || Y*AY + V*BV - B\\ < e„. Now

\\Y\\<(l/8)\\AY-YB\\

= (1/5)||(A'A'* + YY*)AY + (XZ* + YV*)BV - YB\\

= (l/8)\\X(X*AY + Z*BV) + Y(Y*AY + V*BV - B)\\ < 2e0/8.

Similarly, we have ||Z|| < 2e0/8. If we set K = 4e¿/52, then ||1 - A^'H =

\\YY*\\ = ||y||2 < K; likewise ||1 - ***!], ||1 - VV*\\, and ||1 - K*K|| are
less than K. Thus if K < 1 (i.e., if e0 < 8/2), then V and X are invertible and

therefore R and S are unitary. If we assume also that e0 < 1, then

\\R*AR - A\\<\\r*AR(1 - (X*X)x/2)\\

+ |(1 - (X*X)l/2)R*AR(X*X)l/2j

+ \\Z*BZ\\ + \\X*AX + Z*BZ- A\\

<2hiiO-o-^),/2)+ii5iiiizii2+£o

< K(2\\A\\ + WB\\) + £o < e0((4/S2)(2||/i|| + ||5||) + 1)

= e0(8||^||+4||S|| + ô2)/52.

We may estimate ||S'*JS5' - 5|| similarly, and it follows that if (*) is satisfied

for

0<eo<min(l, f,-*-     -!§!-]
I     2     8IHI+ V| + á2    8||5||+4||^|| + Ô2J

then R and S are unitary, \\R*AR - A\\ < e, and \\S*BS - B\\ < e.

For U*(A © B)U in <&(A © 5, e0), we now define (p(i/*(/l © B)U) =

(^(flMi?)Ä* © (pB(S*BS)S*)U, and we will prove that (<p, <$>(A © B, e0))

is a local cross-section. To prove that q> is well defined, suppose that

U*(A ®B)U= Uf(A © B)UX for Ux in <^(0C, © 3^). Since 9" is bounded
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below and UXU* commutes with A © B, it follows that UXU* = L © M,

where L and M are unitary operators that commute with A and B respec-

tively. Thus the operator matrix of Ux = (L © M)U is (^z '¡Jfy). Now the

respective polar decompositions of LX and MV are LX = LR (X*X)X^2 and

MV = MS(V* Vy'2, and we have

(<pA((LR)*ALR)R*L* © <pB((MS)*BMS)S*M*)Ux

= (<pA(R*AR)R* © <pB(S*BS)S*)(L* © M*)(¿*    ¿£ )

= <p(U*(A®B)U),

which completes the proof that <p is well defined. Since <pA(R*AR)R* com-

mutes with A and «5(5*55)5* commutes with B, it is clear that <p is a

cross-section, and it is also clear that tp(A © B) = 1. To complete the proof it

suffices to prove that cp is continuous. Suppose that {i/n)"_0 c GlL(%x © %J)

is a sequence such that £#L4 © B)Un-+U¿(A © 5)t/0 in %(A © £,£„).

Since /4 and 5 satisfy (P), Lemma 2.5 implies that there is a sequence

{wn)^\ C %(3C, © 3Q such that Wn -* 1 and such that W*(A ® B)W„ =

U0U*(A © B) Un t/* for each n. Thus

U*(A(DB)UH = U$W:(A<BB)rVnUn,

and since <p is well defined, we may verify the continuity of <p using the

sequence {W„U0); moreover, the limit

<p(U$W;(A ®B)WnUn)^<p{UZ(A © B)U0)

is now a simple consequence of the definition of q> and the fact that

WnUn-*Un.

For the converse, suppose that A © B has a cross-section of the form

(<p, S ((A © 5), e)) for some e > 0. If X is in %(X,) and \\X*AX - A || < e,

then <p(.VMAr © £)(** © 1) commutes with ,4 © B and therefore is of the

form Z © W, where Z commutes with A. We now define tp^(X*AX) = ZX

and it follows easily that <pA is well defined, that <pA is a cross-section, and that

m^(/l) = 1. To complete the proof we will prove that <pA is continuous on

<&(A,e). Suppose {X„)™=0 C Gll(%l) is a sequence such that X*AXn-*

X^AXn in %(A, e). Since ,4 © B satisfies (P), Lemma 2.5 implies that there

exists a sequence { W„) c %(3Q) such that W^ -» 1 and such that W*AW„

- A^MA;** for each zz. Since X*AX„ - X* 0^ W,,*,, and since <p¿ is

well defined, we may use the sequence {WnX0) in calculating (pA(X*AXB). It

now follows readily from the definition of tpA and from the fact that

WnX0^Xn that <pA(X:AXn) = <pA(X$yV:AWnXn)-+<pA(X$AXQ), and the

proof is complete.

Let zz be an integer greater than or equal to 2. Let A¡ be in £(%¡),
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/'=l,...,n, and suppose that a(A¡) n a(A) = 0 for i ¥=j. Let B = Ax

© • • • © An in £(3C, © • • • © %„).

Theorem 2.7. B satisfies (?) if and only ifA¡ satisfies (?),i= 1,..., n.

Proof. Let n = 2 and define <5(X) = AXX - XA2 for X in £(9^, 9C,).
Rosenblum's theorem [7, p. 8] implies that 5" is invertible, and the result

follows from Lemma 2.5. The proof may now be completed by a straightfor-

ward induction on n.

By using Theorem 2.6 and an induction proof like that in Theorem 2.7, we

obtain the following result.

Theorem 2.8. B has a local cross-section // and only i/ A, has a local

cross-section, i = I, .. . ,n.

3. Normal operators and isometries. In this section we prove that if an

operator is normal or isometric, then it satisfies (P) if and only if its spectrum

is finite, in which case it also has a local cross-section.

Theorem 3.1. A normal operator N in £(3C) satisfies (?) ¡S and only ¡S its

spectrum is finite.

Proof. If o(N) is finite, then N is unitarily equivalent to a finite direct sum

of distinct complex scalars, so the result follows from Theorem 2.6.

If o(N) is infinite, there exists a convergent sequence {\} c a(N) and a

sequence (D„) of open disks such that (1) Dn is centered at À, with radius r„,

(2) lim rn = 0, and (3) D~ n D~ = 0 for n¥*m. Let E denote the spectral

measure of N. Since D„ is open and Dn n o(N) =£ 0, then E„ = E(D„) j= 0

(see [7, Theorem 1.13, p. 18]), and we let en denote a unit vector in the range

of En. Condition (3) implies that we may extend (en) to an orthonormal basis

{e„} u (Sm) for % (where the/m's will be absent in some cases). We define a

sequence {U„} c %(%) as follows: U„(e¡) = <?,. (j ¥* n, n + 1), U„(e„) =

«n+i> Un(e„+X) = en, and Un(Sm) = Sm (all m). We have

\\NU*nen - U*nNen\\ \

<||(* - K+xWten\ + \\(Xn+x - Utftl + ftalfc - UlNen\\

<\W - N,+i)4+i«»+i| + |Vh - \,| + ||(JV - \)Enen\\

If x is in E„% 0 (e„y, then

\\nu;x-u:nx\\<\\nuix-kuix\\+\\ku*x-u:nx\\

<2\\(N-Xn)Enx\\<2rn\\x\\.

Similarly, we have
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\\(NU: - U;N)en+x\\< rn +|Xn - \,+,|+rB+1   and

|Aí^x-L?Ax||<2rn+1||x||

for x in E„+i% © <<?„+,>. Since NU* - U*N = 0 on (E„% © En+X%)x,

these relations imply that

\\U;NU„ - A|| = ||z7*A - NU:\\< 2(2r„ + 2rn+x +\Xn+x - X„|),

and therefore {£/„} is in S (A). If IK is a unitary operator such that

IV*NW = U*NU„, then WU* commutes with A and thus also with E„+x (see

[7,   Fuglede's   Theorem,   p.   19]).   We   have   We„ = WU*E„+Xen+X   =

E„+xWU*e„+x, and (3) now implies that (Wen, en) = 0. It follows that if

|X| = 1, then || W - X\\ > 21/2, which completes the proof.

If M and A are in £(%), we denote by &(N, M) the norm closed

subalgebra of £(%) generated by N, M, and 1.

Theorem 3.2. If N is a normal operator with finite spectrum, then mN has a

local cross-section (<pN, <$> ) such that for each M in %, <pN(M) is in <S-(N, M).

Proof. We first give the proof for a projection P in £(%). Let % = {Q in

^(^)l \\P - Oil < U» and let Q = mP(U) be in ®. With respect to the
decomposition % = (ker(P))x © ker(P), we denote the matrix of U by

(z y); thus the matrix of Q is

X*X   X*Y\
Y*X    Y* Y I'

Since \\PU- UP\\ = \\U*PU - P\\ = \\Q- P\\<1, a matrix calculation
of PU - UP shows that ||Z|| < 1 and ||y|| < l.Now ||1 - V*V\\ = ||y*y||

= ||y||2 < 1, and similarly ||1 - XX*\\ = ||yy*|| < 1, ||1 - VV*\\ = \\ZZ*\\
< 1, and || 1 — X*X\\ = ||Z*Z|| < 1; thus, the polar decomposition implies

that X and V are invertible. In particular, X*X and 1 - Y* Y = V* V are

invertible, and we define <pP(Q) by the matrix

(A-*A-)1/2 (X*X)~1/2X*Y

- (l - y*y)"I/2y*A-    (i - y*y)x/2

Now (pp(Q) is independent of the choice of U since it is defined in terms of

the matrix components of Q. Thus <pP(Q) is well defined and it follows from

the identity

<pP(Q) = ((x*xyx/2x* © (V*V)~X/2V*)U

that <pP(Q) is unitary, that <pP(P) = 1 and that mP(tpP(Q)) = Q. It is clear

from the matrix of Q that tpP is continuous on iß. That q>P(Q) is in &(P, Q)

follows from the identity

(
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<pP(Q) = (PQP)1/2+ (i- p + PQpyl/1PQ(i - p)

+ i(l-P)(l-Q(l-P)))X/2

- (P + (1 - P)(l - 0(1 - P)))"1/2(l - P)QP.

Indeed, the Weierstrass approximation theorem and the functional calculus

for positive operators imply that each term in the preceding sum is in

&(P, Q).
If o(N) - {Xx, .. ., Xn), then N is diagonalizable, and thus there exist

polynomials px(z), . .. ,pn(z), such that px(N),... ,p„(N) are pairwise or-

thogonal projections and such that 2?_ ]/>,(#) = 1 and N = ^"¡„^¡(N). Let

8 > 0 be a positive number such that if M is in %(N) and \\M - N\\ < 8,

then \\p,(M) - p,(N)\\ < 1, i = 1,..., n. Let ® - [M in <?l(JV)| ||M - N\\
< 8); thus, if M is in ©, then for each fixed i,p¡(M) is in the domain of the

local cross-section (<p¡, ©,.) íorp¡(N) that was defined above. We now define

<pN(M) = I'.iMNfoMMVpAM). It is clear that <pN(M) is in &(N, M)
and that <pN is continuous on ©. Since for each i we have

<Pi(pt(M))*p¡(N)q>¡(p¡(M)) = Pi(M), a calculation shows that <pN(M) is a

unitary operator and that <pN(N) = 1 and mN(<pN(M)) = A/. Thus («p^, <S) is

a cross-section for A/ and the proof is complete.

Let & denote a C*-subalgebra of £(30 and let %(<£) = %(%) n ff. For
J in (£, let %a(r) denote the %(6B) orbit of T in 61 and define m(â)T:

%(#)-» %(r)by77(6B)r((7) = i/*rf7.

Corollary 3.3. IS N is a normal operator in & with finite spectrum, then

m(&)N has a local cross-section.

Remark. In the case & = £(%), Corollary 3.3 is a direct consequence of

Theorem 2.8. Note also that since any two projections differ in norm by at

most 1, then the cross-section given in Theorem 3.2 for a projection P is

densely defined in %(P); however, it is easy to prove that this cross-section

cannot be extended to all of %(P). In [2] it was proven that if T has a

cross-section, then each path in %(T) can be lifted to a path in %(3C). By

adapting the argument used in proving Theorem 3.1, it is not difficult to

prove that there exists a diagonalizable normal operator (with infinite

spectrum) which does not enjoy this path lifting property.

In the sequel %x and %2 denote separable complex Hilbert spaces and
ctf _ <y   di c\r
JU —  JV/j vD jy^2..

Corollary 3.4. IS N is a normal operator in £(%x) with infinite spectrum

and if T is in £(%), then N © T does not satisfy (?).

Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that

TV © T does satisfy (P) and let {W„) c %(3C) denote a sequence that
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re-implements {U„ © 1} for N © T. Now V„ = Wn(U¡¡ © 1) commutes with

A © T, and if we denote the matrix of V„ by

[K    Bn\
\cn Dmy

then a calculation shows that An commutes with A. Fuglede's Theorem [7,

Theorem 1.13] implies that An commutes with En+X and thus AnU„en =

AnEn+\en+x = E„+xA„en+x; in particular (A„U„e„, e„) = 0. Now \\A„U„ - 1||

> \((A„Un - l)e„, en)\ = I; however, since Vn(Un © 1) = W„ -> 1, a matrix

calculation shows that A„ U„ -» 1, which is a contradiction.

If r is in £(3C), let Re(T) denote the set of all reducing essential eigenval-

ues of T (see [8]).

Lemma 3.5. Let T be in £(%) and suppose Re(T) is nonempty. Then there

exists a sequence {U„) in S(T) such that for each n, irxf|Aj_, |[ U„ — X\\ > 21/2.

Proof. Let X be in Re(T). Corollary 4.9 of [8] implies that there exists a

sequence {Wn) of unitary operators from % onto %@% such that

WÏ(T®X)W„^T.

Let V be a unitary operator on % such that inf|X|_,|| V - X\\ > 2X/2 and let

i/„= Wî(l® V)W„. Then

\\U:TU„-T\\<\\U*(T- W*n(T®X)W„)Un\

+ \\U*W*(T@X)WnUn-T\\

= 2\\T-w:(T®X)JVn\\^0.

Therefore, {U„) satisfies the required conditions, and the proof is complete.

Lemma 3.6. Let V be an irreducible operator in £(%x). Suppose there exist a

sequence {U„) in S(V) and a positive number e such that for each n,

inf|x|_,|| U„ - A|| > e. Then for each T in £(%), V © T does not satisfy (P).

Proof. If V © T does satisfy (P), then there exists a sequence { Wn) c

%(%) that re-implements {U„ © 1} for V © T. If we denote the operator

matrix of (U„@l)W* by

then since W* -> 1, a calculation of W,* = (U* ® l)(U„ © l)Jf* shows that

U*A„^l and C„->0. Since (i/n © 1)H^ commutes with V © T and

(V © T)*, ^4n commutes with F and K*, and the irreducibility of V implies

that A„ = X„. Now lim| |\,|2 - 1| = lim||C*C„|| = 0, and thus |\,| -> 1. Since

there exists a convergent subsequence \ -*X (\X\ — 1), it follows that
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lim|| U„k — X\\ = 0, which is a contradiction.

The preceding two lemmas now yield the following result.

Theorem 3.5. // V is an irreducible operator in £(0C,) and Re(V) is

nonempty, then for each operator T in t^K^), V © T does not satisfy (P).

Example 3.6. Using the preceding theorem we will show that there exist

compact quasi-nilpotent operators that do not satisfy (P). Indeed, if A* is

compact, then 0 is in Re(K), and thus if K is irreducible, then K does not

satisfy (P). One example of this type is the Volterra integral operator (see [7,

Proposition 4.11, p. 82]). Let {e„}^'"_0o denote an orthonormal basis for %,

and let {\,}*"_„,, denote a sequence of nonzero complex numbers. We define

an injective bilateral shift W by We„ = \en+l. If W is compact (or, equiva-

lently, if lim„_>00An = lim,,^.^ = 0), then W is quasi-nilpotent (see [5, p.

48]), and since the sequence {\} is nonperiodic, it follows from [5, Problem

129] that W is irreducible. Therefore each injective bilateral weighted shift

that is compact does not satisfy (P).

Corollary 3.6. If Vhas a cross-section and Re(V) is nonempty, then Vhas

a nontrivial reducing subspace.

Corollary 3.7. If V is an irreducible hyponormal operator in £(3C,)

(dim OC, > 1), then for each operator T in t(%2), V © T does not satisfy (?).

Proof. If V is a hyponormal operator in £(3C,) and %x is finite dimen-

sional, then V is normal, and thus if dim(5Ci) > 1, then V is reducible. We

may therefore assume that dim(3C,) = k0. Theorem 3.10 of [8] implies that if

V is hyponormal, then Re(V) is nonempty. The result now follows from

Theorem 3.5.

Remark. The preceding result applies in particular if V is a unilateral shift

of multiplicity one. If ||T|| < 1, the conclusion that V © T does not satisfy

(P) may be obtained from Lemma 2.5. Indeed, for || T|| < 1, it is not difficult

to prove that the operator t on t(%2, %x) defined by t(X) = VX - XT (X

in £(%2, %x)) is left invertible (although not invertible) in £(£(3(2, %J) and

is thus bounded below.

The preceding corollary implies that if a hyponormal operator satisfies (P),

then it has no minimal infinite dimensional reducing subspace. We conjecture

that a hyponormal operator satisfies (?) if and only if its spectrum is finite.

Corollary 3.8. An isometry V in £(3C) satisfies (?) // and only // its

spectrum is finite, in which case V has a local cross-section.

Proof. If V is unitary, the result follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem

3.2. If V is nonunitary, the von Neumann decomposition implies that V has a

unilateral shift of multiplicity one as a direct summand. Corollary 3.7 now
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implies that V does not satisfy (P), and since the spectrum of each nonunitary

isometry is infinite, the proof is complete.

4. Nonnormal operators with cross-sections. In this section we give examples

of nonnormal operators with cross-sections. Let T be an operator in £(3C)

with closed range and let C*(T) denote the C*-subalgebra of £(3C) generated

by T. We will make use of the following simple observations: If T = UP

denotes the polar decomposition of T, then P is in C*(T); if {{/„}"_0 C

%(3C) and UfTU„ -* U*TUQ, then U*SUH -* U*SU0 for each S in C*(T); if

T commutes with U0, then 5 commutes with t/0 for each S in C*(T). Let

P = 0 © 1 in £(% © %); in the sequel (rp, © (P, 1)) will denote a local

cross-section for P (cf. Theorem 3.2). If T and S are in £(%), S i- 0, then

M = M(T, S) denotes the nonnormal operator on % © X whose operator

matrix is (£ §.

Lemma 4.1. Let T and S be in £(%) and suppose that T*T + S*S is

invertible. 7/e > 0, then there exists 8 > 0 such that //X is in ©(A/, 5), then

(0 II¿W) - PW < l and&) \\VXV* - A/|| < e, where V - <p(Piet(X)).

Proof. Let/be a real continuous function on [0, \\M ||]. It follows from the

functional calculus that the mapping F: %(M)-» £(%) defined by F(X) =

S((X*X)X/2) is norm continuous. Since M has closed range, 0 is an isolated

point of o((M*M)x/2), and thus the characteristic function of {0} with

respect to o((M*M)x/2) can be extended to a function/that is continuous on

[0, ||M||]. Now F(X) = Piet(X) for each X in %(M), and since F is continu-

ous, there exists 8X > 0 such that if H* - M\\ < 8X (X in %(A/)), then

II^W) - -Pll < 1- Thus V = <p(PíetíX)) is defined and

HKÀ-F* - M\\ < 2||K- 1|| ||A/|| + ||*- Ml
Since <p is continuous, there exists 8 < min{e/2, 8X} such that if X is in

©(A/, 5), then IM/^)) - 1|| < e/(4\\M\\). With this 8, (i) and (ii) are
satisfied.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that T has a local cross-section and that S satisfies the

Sollowing conditions: (i) T*T + S*S is invertible, (ii) S is right invertible, and

(iii) 5 is in C*(T). Then M = M (T, S) has a local cross-section.

Proof. Let (\b, %(T, e)) denote a cross-section for T. We use the notation

and results of Lemma 4.1. Thus, if X is in @ (M, 8) and V = ^(P^^)), then

|| VXV* - M\\< e. Now V*PV = PkerW, so Pker(raK.) = VPka(X)V* = P,
and thus VXV* = WMW* = M(TX, Sx) where W is unitary and T\TX +

S*SX is invertible. It follows that WP = PW, and thus there exist unitary

operators Z and Y such that Tx = Z*TZ and Sx = Y*SZ. Since \\TX - T\\

< \\M(TX, Sx) — Af || < e, we may now define
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p(X) = ty(Tx) © ^(Tx)Z*Y)<p(PkeÁX)).

We will show that (p, $ (M, 8)) is a local cross-section for A/.

To check that p is well defined, suppose there exist unitary operators Z,

and Yx such that ZX*TZX = Z*TZ and y* SZX = Y*SZ. Since T commutes

with ZXZ*, so does S, and thus YX*ZXZ*SZ = YX*SZX = Y*SZ =

Y*ZZ*SZ. Now (ii) implies that yfZ, = Y*Z, and therefore p is well

defined. Since ty(Tx)*T4i(Tx) = Tx = Z*TZ, (iii) implies that Z^(TX)* com-

mutes with S. Now we have

9(X)*Mp(X) = f*m (Xr,)*^,), y*z^(r,)*5^(r,))K

= V*M(TX, SX)V= X.

Since p(M) = 1, to complete the proof it suffices to verify that p is continu-

ous. Suppose that Xn -» X0 in $ (M, 5). Lemma 4.1 implies that <p(Pket,x )) -»

«PÍ^kercxo)); moreover, if we set V„ = <p(Pket,xJ for « > 0> then ^^„F*^

FqA'oF*, and each ^^F* is of the form A/„ = M(T„, S„), where rB*7; +

S*S„ is invertible. As above, there exist sequences {Z„}, {Y„) c %(9C) such

that T„ = Z*7Z„ and 5„ = Y*SZ„ (n > 0). Since T„->T0w. <&(T, e), then
}¡>(T„)-*iP(Tn); it now suffices to prove that Z*Y„^Z^Yn. From the

remarks at the beginning of this section, (ii) and (iii) imply that there exists an

operator R in C*(T) such that SR = 1, and since Z*TZ„ -> Z*TZ0, it follows

that Z*RZn -* Z*RZ0. Since Y^ZnZ^SZ„ = S„->S0= Y^ZnZ^SZn, it now

follows that Y*Z„ -» Y*Z0, which completes the proof.

Theorem 4.3. // T has a local cross-section and S is an isometry in £(90,

then M = M(T, S) has a local cross-section.

Proof. Let (»//, %(T, e)) denote a local cross-section for T, where

0 < e < \. We use the notation and results of Lemma 4.1. If X is in % (M, 8)

and V = ^(P^tfx))' tnen> as m *he proof of the preceding result, VXV* =

M(TX, Sx), where T*TX + S*SX is invertible. It follows as before that there

exist unitary operators Z and Y such that Tx = Z*TZ and Sx = Y*SZ. Since

\\Z*TZ — T\\ < e, $(TX) is defined. We next define a unitary operator W

such that W*S = U = Y*SZ^(TX)*. For each / in % we set Wx(St) = Ut;

Wx is a linear mapping of S% isometrically onto U%. Since || Y*SZ — S\\

< e, then IfP^ - Psoc|| = || UU* - SS*\\ < 2e < 1. Let (y, ® (Psac, 1)) de-
note a local cross-section for Ps%. Now y(Pi/oc)*^$oc= Fu%y(PU'¡r)*, and we

define W2: (S%)x ^>(U%)*- by »K2 = y(Pu0C)*\(S%)±. Thus JF, and W2

together define a unitary operator W3 on 3C such that if we set W = W*,

then W*S\l>(Tx) = Y*SZ. Furthermore, W is independent of Y and Z since

If is defined in terms of Sx = Y*SZ. We now define

r(X)^U(Tl)eW)f{PiMC)),
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and we will show that (t, %(M, 8)) is a local cross-section. It is clear that

wmt = l9(A/8) and that r(M) = 1. Suppose that Xn->X0 in %(M, 8). If

K„ = <p(PkeW) («>0), then Vn^V0, K„A-,K*-» K^KJ, and each

K//„* is of the form M„ = M(Z*TZn, r*SZn), where Z„ and Yn are

unitary. Since Z*TZ„-*Z$TZ0 in <ft(r,e), then tf(Z; 7Z,)-> iKZJ TZq).
Thus it suffices to prove that W„^> W0, where IK„ satisfies WIS = £/„ =

y*5ZnuV(Z*rZn)* (« > 0), and I^|(53C)J- = yiPum^\(S%)\ Let P„ =
PUn%; since y„*5Z„ -* yySZ,,, we have y(Pn) -> yTO For a > 0, let A/ be a

positive integer such that if n > N, then \\U„ - U0\\ < a and \\y(Pn) -

y(P0)|| < a. If z is in %, \\z\\ = 1, then z = St + z', where z' is in (S%)L

and||/||2 + ||z'||2= l.Now

W(wn - iK0)*z||2=||(t/n - u0)t + (y(p„r - y(p0r)4

<«2(iHi+ni)2<2«2-

Thus || W„ — W0\\ < 2'/2a, and the proof is complete.

Straightforward modifications of the proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem

4.3 yield the following results, whose proofs are omitted.

Proposition 4.4. // T satisSies (?) and S satisfies conditions (i)-0ii) o/

Theorem 4.2, then M = M(T,S) satisSies (P).

Proposition 4.5. // T satisSies (?) and S is an isometry in £(%), then

M=M(T,S) satisfies (?).

Remark. The preceding results, together with those of §§2 and 3, provide

examples of nonnormal operators that satisfy (P) or have local cross-sections.

If we consider the classes of (1) algebraic operators, (2) operators with finite

spectrum, (3) operators with a closed unitary orbit, (4) operators satisfying the

sequential unitary lifting property, and (5) operators having a local cross-sec-

tion, then our results, together with those of [6], show that for normal

operators and isometries these five classes coincide. For arbitrary nonnormal

operators, we have not been able to determine the relationships between all of

these classes. In this regard, the following questions seem pertinent.

1. If an operator satisfies the sequential unitary lifting property, does it

have a local cross-section; does it satisfy the unitary path lifting property?

2. If T satisfies (P), is %(J) closed? An affirmative answer to this question

would of course render Proposition 2.2 vacuous; on the other hand, the

answer is not obviously affirmative even for the operators given by the results

of this section.

3. Does every operator that is unitarily equivalent to an n x n operator

matrix, each of whose entries is a scalar multiple of 1^ have a local

cross-section? Theorem 4.2 implies an affirmative answer when n = 2. We
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note also that not every operator with a local cross-section is unitarily

equivalent to such a scalar valued operator matrix. If U is a unilateral shift of

multiplicity one in £,(%) and T = M(0, U), then Theorem 4.3 implies that T

has a local cross-section; moreover, dim(ker(T) n ker(J*)) = 1. Now T is

not unitarily equivalent to a scalar valued operator matrix; indeed, if S is

unitarily equivalent to an «X« scalar valued operator matrix, then

dim(ker(S) n ker(5*)) = 0 or dim(ker(5) n ker(5*)) = N0 (since S is

unitarily equivalent to A ® A ® A ® - - - (B A ® • • • , where A is an oper-

ator on an zz-dimensional Hubert space).

4. Does each algebraic operator satisfy (P)? If Proposition 4.5 could be

extended so that the isometry S may be replaced by an arbitrary bounded

operator acting between two possibly different Hubert spaces, then we could

prove that each algebraic operator satisfies (P).

Added in proof. In a forthcoming sequel to this paper, question 2 is

answered affirmatively. As a consequence, it is proved that each operator

satisfying (P) is unitarily equivalent to an operator of the form A © B

© • • • © B © • • • , where A and B are operators on finite dimensional

spaces. The conjecture on hyponormal operators following Corollary 3.7 is

proved, and question 4 is answered negatively.
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